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H "KICK IN"

H Willard Mack did a splendid piece of work
H when he extended his sketch "Kick In" to a four- -

H act play, and its production at the Empress this
H week by the Ernest Wilkes stock company is suf--

H ileiently good to permit one to judge that the
H encomiums heaped on the author during its New
Hj York production, were not exaggerated, and that
H it may take its place in the underworld dramas
H along with half a dozen of the most successful
H thrillers that have made good since Jimmie Valen--

H tine started the ball rolling.
H It deals with the police "system" and the hound
B ing of anyone who has done his bit, and is based
Hi on a job turned by a crook who is wounded in the
H getaway and helped by an ex-gu- n who has turned
H square, and who has nothing to do with the rob- -

H bery. The finish differs from most crook plays,
H as it shows a police commissioner with a heart
H1 and things end rather happily.
H The most striking part of the play is found in
Hi the lines which were surely written by Willard
Hi Mack. His personality gets right into them and
H' most of the characters are given something to
H say with that felicity of expression and unique
H vocabulary that have always put Mack's stuff
W across. There is no wonder that it went big in
H New York, for if there is any criticism to be
B made of the lines, it is only that they were writ--

H ten for those familiar with the metropolis and
H lots of them are hard to get for those who never
H crossed the Hudson. But it is great stuff, pointed
H and direct and up to the very last minute of big
H city present-da- y existence. The popularity of
H the man and his play is shown in the crowds that
H have filled the Empress all the week
H Of those who played it, Nana Bryan, Norman
H Hackett and Ancyn McNulty are destiuctice, and
H there are one or two others who may be mention- -

H cd favorably. Miss Bryant is particularly good in
H such roles as that of Mollie Hewes we have
H in mind her work in "Within the Law" and the
H Chick Hewes of Norman Hackett was well acted
H at all times. Charles Carey, the hop head, al- -

H ways a difficult part, was played by Ancyn Mc- -

H Nulty in a manner which left no doubt of his
B ability when properly cast, and Edith Talbot gave
H an excellent performance as Mrs. Halloran. Guy
H Hitner was not especially strong as the police
H commissioner, the plain clothes man of John Liv- -

H ingstone was very fair, Miss Sinclair's role as the
H gal of the wounded crook was not up to her
H usual standard, and Olga Gray played Memphis
H Bessie poorly. But as a whole it was a very good
H stock production and furnished an evening of
H thrills and pleasure.

H ORPHEUM

H About twenty minutes after the curtain goes
B up at the Orpheum this week, Sylvia Clark and
H Al Girard frolic about for a moment or two and
H then begin a consistant campaign to win the
H house and they do it hands down and feet up.
H Some bully good songs have something to do
H with it, but scintillating Sylvia with her subtle
H humor and corking personality clinch the deal,
H and Al Girard is a regelar feller himself, so there
H you are. S'nuff! They are most of the show.

H They are preceded by some pictures and the
H Flemings who pose and do some other interesting
H things. They are followed by the Gardiner trio
H in society and novelty dances in which brother
H Gardiner has his hands full with the sister act
H They can all dance and their work is pleasing,
H but nothing to rave about.
H Hans Hanke has had the unusual distinction of
H gaining more encores than have ever been given

a high-clas- s pianist on the circuit, and ho de-

serves them. It is remarkable how many sur-
prises there are among those who can play differ-
ent musical instruments. You think you have
heard the last word, if there is a last word in a
piano, a violin or a cello, then somebody comes
along and proves that you are all wrong.

Harry Boresford and company have a pretty
little sketch called "Twenty Odd Years," which is
well acted by Beresford and Freddie Howard, but
in itself Is really a bore. Harry Beresford is such
a consumate artist that it is a pity he has not
something worthy of his ability.

Margot Francois is a clever acrobat on or off
her stilts and carries along a Patsy Bolivar who
isn't much.

But look who's here? Nellie Nichols, one of
the happiest headliners in the business, a natural
comedienne and a songstress also imbued with an
A No. 1 brand of personality. There are so many
distinctive hits in her brief time on the stage
that it is hard to choose the best, but her Italian
impersonation and her song, "Won't Somebody
Please Name My Nationality," are gems in her
brilliant collection. Her popularity began hero
at the Sunday matinee, and there has been no
cessation since, for at every performance she has
been obliged to turn the semaphore to "stop" when
the appreciation of her auditors exhausted her
reportoire.

"DAMAGED GOODS"

There is no reason why "Damaged Goods," by
Brieux should not be seen on the speaking stage
and on the film as well if It is played true to the

text without elaborations or other changes. There"
is every reason why it should bo seen by every-
one capable of understanding Its lesson, but-- ' there
is no excuse whatever for picturing it in the way
it is being done at the Liberty this week. '

.

With the play Itself as an excuse for its pre- -

sentation there is little left of the original when
the last reel is run, for the liberties taken have
been carried to a point where the good the pic-

ture might do, is almost lost in the repellent and
nauseating scenes that have been made a part of,

the picture. The condemnation of them cannot be
too severe and if they met with the approval of
club women and other prominent "reformers,"
they are a funny lot. In fact, most "reformers"
are bringing tilings to a point in the country,
where, figuratively speaking, it is hard to live in
the same house with them.

It is entirely unnecessary to go to the ex- - 2a
tremes the producers have reached in this hor-

rible picture and unless some of the scenes are
eliminated it should be immediately supressed.
The pictures of hopeless idiots in the asylums;
those of victims of the dread disease, most men
are lucky enough not to contract, shown in the
worst and most revolting stages; the hospital
scenes and. the clinic in the medical school should
all be erased, for the play is stronger without
them.

When the pictures were first shown it was on
a Sunday, making it particularly distressing to
those who couldn't get a drink after seeing them.
The play, or rather the essay, for that is what it
is, has done and is doing an immense amount of
good, but it is really misleading, for since it was
written, medical discoveries have reached a point
where, through salvarsan used with ot'jer reme- -
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